
Public Questions & Answers

Event Information

Number: RFQL#22-09-01 Addendum 1
Title: Architectural, Engineering, Building Envelope, & Building Commissioning Services
Type: Request for Qualifications
Issue Date: 10/1/2022
Question Deadline: 10/19/2022 11:00 AM (CT)
Response Deadline: 10/25/2022 02:00 PM (CT)
Notes: Conroe Independent School District is accepting qualification responses for the

following services:
 
Architectural, Engineering, Building Envelope, & Building Commissioning
Services

In accordance with the instructions, terms and conditions, and
requirements/specifications contained in this solicitation. Note the requirements
represented by Bid Attributes and Bid Attachments. 

Please direct any questions regarding this bid to Mr. Rick Reeves, Director of
Procurement Services, through the Questions tab inside the bid. 
 

Published Questions

Question: Item 56 of the RFQ states that we should select the type of service in which our firm is submitting a
response and notes that only one choice can be selected. Can our firm create multiple
submissions if we'd like to apply for work in more than one of these categories?

Answer: Attribute #56 states "Mark All That Apply". 

Asked: 10/13/2022 11:20 AM (CT)

Question: Good afternoon! I wanted to follow-up/confirm an earlier question, firms should only submit for
services they can provide in-house, is that correct? In the Evaluation Criteria and Scores, 10 points
are allotted to proposed team consultants. Is there somewhere we need to list our preferred
consultants (i.e. question #58)

Answer:
Firms that do not provide in house services but use out of house consultants should include a
listing or representation of their preferred consultants.

Asked: 10/5/2022 02:03 PM (CT)
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Question: What projects are associated with this RFQ? In the evaluation criteria section and one of the
attribute questions asks for details on personnel match of experience to projects/work capacity
related to project size. (References below) Page 7 - B. Project Manager Experience and
Qualifications -a. Match experience to projects Question 57 - Firm Experience & Qualifications -
Provide details on work capacity related to project size.

Answer: There are no specific projects, this procurement is to build a pool of designers that will work with
CISD to develop plans and may execute construction of projects based on the plans.

The teams proposed should include information explaining the experience of the team(s) that
would work with CISD in the process of tasks that result from this procurement.
 

Asked: 10/5/2022 10:36 AM (CT)

Question: Is the District wanting to see a full team response (e.g., architectural, engineering, building
envelope, building commissioning) or if firms can submit for only the services they provide?

Answer: The district is seeking vendors for all of these services. Please provide a response for whatever of
these your firm can provide. 

Asked: 10/5/2022 10:16 AM (CT)

Question: Will the design of possible future bond projects be awarded from this contract? Or, will a separate
RFQ for future bond related work be released later?

Answer: Each firm awarded to the pool may have the responsibilities of designing and construction
administration for projects.  Funding source is irrelevant.

Asked: 10/1/2022 09:06 AM (CT)
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